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a.

b.

c.

d.

A. ITEM: TSL - SPEED LOOP

B. ITEM: TRUN - T.R.U. NOK

C. ITEM: TBSN - SPEED NOK

D. ITEM: RP3F - ROPE D-LOOP
rope is braided 28-30 times per inch
and has a solid core so it won’t

flatten like other ropes.

a cnc-machined anodized aluminum nock
that aligns peep. weighs the same

as a brass nock. rocker radius
reduces nock pinch.

a cnc-machined anodized aluminum nock/rope loop
combination. ends nock pinch and maintains your nocking
point when replacing rope d-loop. the crossbar aligns
the peep sight.

a cnc-machined anodized aluminum loop that ends
nock pinch. the rounded loop stops unsafe
jaw hang-up and gives a cleaner, more

accurate shot.

item: RPS2 - 100FT
item: RPSP - 500FT

item: TBALS

INCREASE SPEED/REDUCE NOISE

WITH BALLS ONLY
- GAIN 0-2 FPS

WITH 1 SPYDER & 2 BALLS
- CHANGE OF -1 TO 2 FPS AND REDUCE NOISE

WITH 2 SPYDERS & BALLS
- CHANGE OF -3 TO 1 FPS AND REDUCE NOISE

ONE
CAM

WITH BALLS ONLY
- GAIN 2-15 FPS

WITH 1 SPYDER & 2 BALLS
- GAIN 1 TO 8 FPS AND REDUCE NOISE

WITH 2 SPYDERS & BALLS
- GAIN 0 TO 4 FPS AND REDUCE NOISE

TWO
CAM

ITEM: TCMP-BK - the champ - black

designed for smaller hands, with
a smaller head and jaws to
maximize draw length, loading
speed, and silence. pull trigger
to open the jaws let up to close
the jaws. head swivels 360o.
available in black or pink passion
camo. available in 3 finger models
only. perfect for women and
children. the champ, all new for
2013!

ITEM: TCMP-PI - the champ - pink passion camo

COLORS BLACK (BK)
(PI)

the fang is a superior ergonomical
hook style release, featuring an

all new rubber insert in the
trigger for improved feel. two trigger options
included in package; a straight trigger for for more
draw/speed and a relaxed trigger for greater com-
fort. the fang also features a superior 2 screw trig-
ger sensitivity setting, provided by a seperate trigger
travel adjustment screw, and a seperate trigger
pressure setting screw with your choice of included
varied weight springs. a red anodized hook and trig-
ger combination with the lightest trigger setting
available.  featured with a black or mathews® lost
camo™ anodized head with your choice of a camo
velcro® strap or black leather buckle strap. 

ITEM: TM3B
- MAX 3 HUNTER WITH V-LOCK BUCKLE

- features black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TM3V
- MAX 3 HUNTER WITH V-LOCK VELCRO®

- features camo velcro® strap
CAMO VELCRO®  STRAP AVAILABLE ON BLACK HEAD, 

MATHEWS® LOST CAMO™ RELEASES USE
BLACK VELCRO® STRAPS.

ITEM: TFGB - fang - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TFGV - fang - camo velcro® strap  

add -lc for mathews® lost camo™ anodized head

COLORS

BLACK (BK)

COLORS

BLACK (BK)

CAMO (CA)

COLORS

BLACK (BK)

CAMO (CA)

ITEM: TMPB
- MAX PRO 4 WITH V-LOCK BUCKLE

- features black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TMPV
- MAX PRO 4 WITH V-LOCK VELCRO®

- features camo velcro® strap
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designed especially for michael waddell & the bone collector team.  t.r.u. ball's engineers
have added a solid rod connection & an all new 3oz or 11oz spring choice to their favorite release,
the t.r.u. ball® short-n-sweet.  the beast model is the advanced "high-speed" model with a forward
trigger to provide more draw length for short draw archers. the beast ii model is the "comfort- plus"
model with a relaxed trigger, swept back to provide archers the ultimate feel when making the shot.
quick load open hook design allows a hunter to hook the string loop without taking eyes off the
game.  also includes the drop-away solid rod globo-swivel connection with draw length adjustment.
available with black leather buckle strap or black velcro® strap. just pull the trigger & let up to
re-set, then you are ready to draw & shoot.

ITEM: BC2B - the beast ii - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: BC2V - the beast ii - black velcro® strap

bone collector is a registered trademark of michael waddell llc. 
official licensed product of michael waddell’s bone collector™. 

these products are manufactured and distributed
by t.r.u. inc., p.o. box 1180
madison heights, va 24572

“COMFOrt-PLUS”

   “HIGH-SPEED”
ITEM: BC1B - the beast - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: BC1V - the beast - black velcro® strap

t.r.u., inc. has chosen this stainless steel version of our best
buy-winning assassin, to wear the banner logo of the famed bone
collector's, making this new bone collector assassin the top-of-the-line dual
caliper release available today!  this release blends a 6061 aircraft aluminum
body with tough stainless steel trigger and jaws, to provide you the crispest
release with long-lasting reliability!  available in a black anodized head with
your choice of a black velcro® strap or a black leather buckle strap.

ITEM: TASB - bone collector assassin - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: TASV - bone collector assassin - black velcro® strap

feather-light, 
non-collapsing trigger

that is closer to the
bowstring for

more draw length and
more speed!!!

swept-back,
feather-light, 

non-collapsing trigger
that is swept back for

shooters who do
not need extra draw

length, but prefer
more comfort.

ITEM: SS1B - short-n-sweet s1
- black leather buckle strap

ITEM: SS1V - short-n-sweet s1
- camo velcro® strap

ITEM: SS2B - short-n-sweet s2
- black leather buckle strap

ITEM: SS2V - short-n-sweet s2
- camo velcro® strap

the bandit features a rope connection
covered in weather resistant flexible tubing,   

designed to make your release ready in hunting
situations where speed is key. available with black or

camo head in your choice of black leather buckle strap
or camo velcro® strap.

ITEM: TBDB - bandit - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TBDV - bandit- camo velcro® strap

ITEM: TBDB-CA - super bandit - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TBDV-CA - super bandit - camo velcro® strap

the outlaw features a rope connection
between head and strap for less torque and greater accuracy.
available with black or camo head in your choice of black
leather buckle strap or camo velcro® strap.

ITEM: TBOB - outlaw - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TBOV - outlaw - camo velcro® strap

ITEM: TBOB-CA - super outlaw - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TBOV-CA - super outlaw - camo velcro® strap

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
TOM MIRANDA

ALSO
AVAILABLE
IN CAMO!



economy meets the market with the predator dual caliper release
from t.r.u. ball®. the predator is completely silent, a sought after quality
demanded by the professionals for all hunters alike! this small sized caliper-
release packs a punch in a slow economy. all the quality our customers have
come to expect, in a fully micro-adjustable wrist strap release. similar to the
bandit and assassin housings, the predator features the same 1/2” sized
ergonomic head and jaws, attached to a swivel, to completely remove torque
from the string or d-loop as the bowstring is drawn. simply pull the trigger
to open the jaws, and let up on the trigger to close the jaws. the all new
micro adjustable screw to wrist strap connection allows infinite length
settings to fine tune any draw length or anchor point desired. available
in a black anodized head, with a camo velcro® strap or a
black leather buckle strap.

ITEM: TPRB - predator - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TPRV - predator - camo velcro® strap

deadly silent & accurate, this small size
caliper release from t.r.u. ball® includes the drop-away solid rod
globo-swivel connection with draw length adjustment. available
with a black, camo, mathews® lost camo™ or pink passion camo
anodized head   with your choice of a camo velcro® strap or black
leather buckle strap. the gold jaws and trigger are only
available with black head.

pull trigger to
open, let up to close! rigid rod
keeps the head close and ready.
the number 1 selling t.r.u. ball®
release! available with black or
camo anodized head and your
choice of black leather buckle
strap or camo velcro® strap.

ITEM: TSBR - stinger - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: TSTR - stinger - camo velcro® strap
ITEM: TSBR-CA - super stinger - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: TSTR-CA - super stinger - camo velcro® strap

ITEM: CYBR - cyclone - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: CYVR - cyclone - camo velcro® strap
ITEM: CYBR-CA - super cyclone - black leather buckle strap
ITEM: CYVR-CA - super cyclone - camo velcro® strap

a web strap connection
with easy draw length

adjustment. aluminum head
swivels or locks down. available
with black or camo anodized
head and your choice of black
leather buckle strap or camo
velcro® strap.

- trigger fires by pushing forward

- completely silent for successful
hunting

- easy to open and close jaws

- head swivels 360 degrees

- adjustable sensitivity screw

- completely silent for
successful hunting

- easy to open and close jaws

- head swivels 360 degrees

- adjustable sensitivity screw

- 7/16” shorter for more
draw length and more fps!
- completely silent for

successful hunting

- easy to open and close
jaws

- head swivels 360 degrees

- adjustable sensitivity
screw

ITEM: TPDR-BK - pro diamond - black
ITEM: TPDR-CA - pro diamond - camo (SHOWN)

ITEM: TTTR-BK - t-handle thumb - black
ITEM: TTTR-CA - t-handle thumb - camo (SHOWN)

ITEM: TXPR-BK - pro diamond xtreme - black (SHOWN)
ITEM: TXPR-CA - pro diamond xtreme - camo

- trigger fires by pushing forward

- completely silent for successful
hunting

- easy to open and close jaws

- head swivels 360 degrees

- adjustable sensitivity screw

- completely silent for successful
hunting

- easy to open and close jaws

- head swivels 360 degrees

- adjustable sensitivity screw

economically priced  to stretch your
hard earned dollar farther!

the max hunting series
handles have a head

that is .5” smaller than
the releases in the

hunting series

COLORS

black (bk)

camo (ca)

ITEM: TMP4-BK - max pro 4 - black (SHOWN)
ITEM: TMP4-CA - max pro 4 - camo

ITEM: TMH3-BK - max hunter 3 - black (SHOWN)
ITEM: TMH3-CA - max hunter 3- camo

COLORS

black (bk)

camo (ca)

ITEM: TANB - assassin - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TANV - assassin - camo velcro® strap

add -ca for camo anodized head

add -lc for mathews® lost camo™ anodized head

for those archers and bowhunters who want their
release to be out of the way until it is needed, the assassin scout
offers our award-winning assassin caliper head with a web strap!
adjust draw length easily and securely using our new 4-slot web
strap connection. available with a black, camo,mathews® lost
camo™ or pink passion camo anodized head   with your choice of a
camo velcro® strap or black leather buckle strap. the gold jaws
and trigger are only available with black head.

ITEM: TAAB - assassin scout - black leather buckle strap

ITEM: TAAV - assassin scout - camo velcro® strap

COLORS

black (bk)

add -ca for camo anodized head

add -pi for pink passion camo anodized head

add -lc for mathews® lost camo™ anodized head

COLORS

black (bk)

CAMO VELCRO®  STRAP AVAILABLE ON BLACK AND SUPER SERIES CAMO HEAD, 
MATHEWS® LOST CAMO™ AND PINK PASSION CAMO RELEASES USE

BLACK VELCRO® STRAPS.

COLORS

BLACK (BK)
(CA)

COLORS

black (bk)

(ca)



1. HANDLE MUST BE COMPATIBLE
( must have cut-outs w/ stickers in handle )

2. SPECIFYSTRAP:
camo velcro®, black velcro®, black
leather buckle, speed strap or lanyard

3. SPECIFYHANDLE :
WIDE HANDLES code - SS
incredible
sweet spot
st 360x
absolute 360
ht
bt gold

THIN HANDLES code - TH
pro diamond
pro diamond xtreme
t-handle thumb
boss x
max pro series

all release aids shown with v-lock straps are sold separately

V-LOCK STRAP ORDER INSTRUCTIONS:
a. VLKB-BK
- V-LOCK - BLACK LEATHER BUCKLE STRAP

c. VLKL
- V-LOCK LANYARD

b. VLKV-CA
- V-LOCK - CAMO VELCRO® STRAP

item: TRUB
- T.R.U. BALL® RELEASE BAG

customize your handle release aid for great hunting
and shooting results.

item: TKTP-S
- 1/4” BARREL

item: TKTP-L
- 1/2” BARREL

item: TKTP-D
- “DIAMOND”

item: TKTP-A
- ANGLED THUMB PIN
3/8” BARREL

VELCRO® STRAP

JUNIOR (JR)
shortest longest

LARGE (LG)

X-LARGE (XL)

6 1/8”

7 1/2”

7 3/4”

8”

10 1/8”

10 7/8”

BUCKLE STRAP

JUNIOR (JR)
shortest longest

LARGE (LG)

6 1/8”

7 1/2”

8”

10 1/8”

sizing relates to distance around the wrist

all straps available in junior (JR),  large (LG), and x-large (XL)
STRAP SIZING CHART AVAILABLE

AT BOTTOM OF PAGE

STINGER, OUTLAW, BANDIT AND V-LOCKS
NOTE: BLACK VELCRO® AVAILABLE (TSTP-BK)

fits:

PREDATOR
fits:

FANG, CENTERX-S1, CENTERX-S2,
SHORT-N-SWEET, ASSASSIN SCOUT, 

AND CYCLONE
NOTE: BLACK VELCRO® AVAILABLE (TWSV-BK)

fits:

CENTERX-G1, CENTERX-G2, ASSASSIN, 
THE BEAST, AND THE BEAST II

NOTE: BLACK VELCRO® AVAILABLE (TGBV-BK)

fits:

item. TSBP-BK
- BLACK LEATHER BUCKLE STRAP

item. TSTP-CA
- CAMO VELCRO® STRAP

item. TPSB-BK
- BLACK LEATHER BUCKLE STRAP

item. TPSV-CA
- CAMO VELCRO® STRAP

item. TWSB-BK
- BLACK LEATHER BUCKLE STRAP

item. TWSV-CA
- CAMO VELCRO® STRAP

item. TGBB-BK
- BLACK LEATHER BUCKLE STRAP

item. TGBV-CA
- CAMO VELCRO® STRAP

safely pull your bow to test draw length, with the
draw check that resembles many of our popular
models

item. TDCB
- ORANGE BUCKLE STRAP

item. TDCV
- ORANGE VELCRO® STRAP

TS1V - center x-s1 - camo velcro® strap

TS1B - center x-s1 - black leather buckle strap (shown)

TG1V - center x-g1 - camo velcro® strap (shown)
TG1B - center x-g1 - black leather buckle strap

TS2V - center x-s2 - camo velcro® strap

TS2B - center x-s2 - black leather buckle strap (shown)

TG2V - center x-g2 - camo velcro® strap (shown)
TG2B - center x-g2 - black leather buckle strap

a legend in the making, the CENTER X series of wrist strap releases
completes the t.r.u. ball® lineup with one of the most technologically
advanced archery releases to ever hit the industry! all the finest adjust-
ments found in our handheld tournament absolute three-sixty, boss x, and
st360x releases can now be found in the CENTER X series of fully
micro-adjustable wrist strap releases. with individual micro adjustment
screws for the sensitivity and travel, setting the release
precisely where you want is a problem no more. 

the CENTER X-S1 and CENTER X-S2 feature the ever
popular web connection to the wrist strap, whereas the CENTER
X-G1 and CENTER X-G2 feature the tubular style
“globo-swivel” connection to the wrist strap. the S1 & G1 models
include a forward trigger to provide increased arrow speed by increasing
bow draw length. the S2 & G2 models include a swept back comfort
plus trigger.  the CENTER X series of releases features an open hook
style connection to the d-loop for fast and accurate attachment. the new
flip sear internal trigger mechanism allows for some of the lightest
trigger settings under any bow weight. simply cock the lever on the side
to activate the hook, draw the bow and pull the trigger. available in a
black anodized head, with a camo velcro® strap, a black buckle strap, 
   or with the SPEED BUCKLE connection.

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
DAN McCARTHY
2012 ASA WORLD CHAMPION

A. B.
C. D.

ITEM: A. ITEM: B.

ITEM: C. ITEM: D.



a. item: TA33-PI - absolute 360 - 3 finger pink passion camo

b. item: TA34-BK - absolute 360 - 4 finger thumb trigger black

c. item: TA3S-TI - absolute 360 - 4 finger thumb w/ pinky trigger titanium

the premier target release, featuring patent pending head-centric
technology (h.c.t.) combined with a 360 degree rotating lock-down head keeps your shot
dead on! available in 3 finger, 4 finger thumb only, and 4 finger thumb/pinky (only one

active at a time) trigger models. the 4 finger models
feature a tapered handle. the absolute f  eatures a smaller/quieter cocking lever and a

crisper hardened stainless steel firing mechanism. includes separate travel and sensitivity
adjustments and a multi-adjustable thumb trigger positioning. this

evolutionary design is based on the release that won four out of five world cup tourna-
ments, including the fita world championship in 2011. the "absolute" best!

black (bk)

titanium/black (ti)

(pi)

COLORS

COLORS

COLORS

A.
B.

C.

the boss “x” release includes a tapered
handle and a no-travel, ultra-crisp hardened stainless
steel firing mechanism. it provides the most consistent-
trigger pressure shot after shot. use shorter d-loops

with the small size caliper head, which includes an
improved 360 degree swivel to remove torque.

the boss “x” f  eatures a smaller/quieter
cocking lever, and includes

separate trigger travel and sensitivity
adjustments. multi-adjustable thumb trigger position-

ing. available in 3 or 4 finger
models in titanium or black color.

d. item: TBX4-BK - bossX - 4 finger black
e. item: TBX3-TI - bossX - 3 finger titanium

D.

E.

no torque head locks down after 360 degree adjustment to
eliminate twisting torque on your rope loop at your preferred
anchor point

the st360x tournament release is badder than ever!  
our engineers have gone over this release with a fine
tooth comb to make an even more reliable, consistent, 
and accurate release shot after shot.  featuring a
tapered handle and the superior firing mechanism of
the innovative absolute release. it includes separate
trigger travel and sensitivity adjustments and multi-
adjustable thumb trigger positioning.

f. item: STX4 - TI - st360X - 4 finger titanium
g. item: STX3 - BK - st360X - 3 finger black

black (bk)

titanium (ti)

black (bk)

titanium/black (ti)

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
CARA FERNANDEZ

F.

G.

THE MOST INCREDIBLE TRIGGER RELEASE, PERIOD!
this flagship t.r.u. ball® release has an all new thumb cocking bar located out of
the way, not in the palm of your hand where it could be touched during the shot sequence.  
featuring new interchangeable handle options; 2-finger, 3-finger, 4-finger relaxed & 4-finger
straight handle configurations.  includes the absolute model accuracy feature of the
"in-line free floating head" or h.c.t. with 360 degrees of rotation settings.  the new t.r.u.
ball® INCREDIBLE release is designed for the ultimate archer, featuring an all new internal
trigger s   tabilizer mechanism to provide the most crisp zero-travel trigger available in
the industry today!

  U. ITEM: TNHS - the incredible - interchangeable handle straight 4 finger
V. ITEM: TNH4 - the incredible - interchangeable handle 4 finger
W. ITEM: TNH3 - the incredible - interchangeable handle 3 finger
X. ITEM: TNH2 - the incredible - interchangeable handle 2 finger

THUMB COCKING
BAR LOCATED OUT

OF THE WAY

ONE SCREW
INTERCHANGEABLE
HANDLE SYSTEM

IN-LINE
FLOATING HEAD

(H.C.T.)
FAST LOADING

HOOK
MACHINED CUT-OUT FOR

V-LOCK STRAP

Q.

R.

S.

T.

Q. ITEM: TIN2 - the incredible - 2 finger
R. ITEM: TIN3 - the incredible - 3 finger
S. ITEM: TIN4 - the incredible -    4 finger
T. ITEM: TINS - the incredible - straight 4 finger

NOTE : AVAILABLE IN BLACK ONLY

U. V. W. X.

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
CHRISTOPHER PERKINS

2012 REDDING TRAIL SHOOT, CHAMPION

2012 IBO & ASA WORLD CHAMPION



shown set
up for a

right hand
archer at

40 degrees

single screw
adjustment easily

adjusts pre-sets from
0 - 40 degrees

CHANGES FROM “CLICK“    
TO “NO-CLICK“

SELF CLOSING SPRING LOADED
BAIL, SIMPLY PUSH GATE CLOSED

ENGRAVED MARKS FOR QUICK,
ACCURATE AND REPEATABLE SETTINGS

- 7/8” (22.25mm) diameter

- 1” (25.4mm) diameter

- 25/32” (19.84mm) diameter

- 1 1/8” (28.57mm) diameter

up to 40 degrees

shown set
up for a

right hand
archer at

40 degrees

designed for
minimal

back-tension
travel

I. ITEM: TIHS - inside out - interchangeable handle straight 4
J. ITEM: TIH4 - inside out - interchangeable handle 4 finger
K. ITEM: TIH3 - inside out - interchangeable handle 3 finger
L. ITEM: TIH2 - inside out - interchangeable handle 2 finger

ITEM: TXHS - inside out x - interchangeable handle straight 4
ITEM: TXH4 - inside out x - interchangeable handle 4 finger
ITEM: TXH3 - inside out x - interchangeable handle 3 finger
ITEM: TXH2 - inside out x - interchangeable handle 2 finger

A.

E.

B. C. D.

F. G. H.

I. J. K.

L.

the t.r.u. ball® inside out and new inside out x back
tension target releases raise the bar again on
technology, accuracy, and design. these premier
back tension style target releases features patent
pending zero-torque single head adjustment to
remove the twist on any d-loop at full draw. an
infinite 2-screw speed adjustment has engraved
marks on the handle for quick, easy, and accurate
settings. the inside out also features an
easy 2-screw flip sear that changes the release
from a “click” to “no-click”, with a self closing
spring bail, simply push the gate closed to load on
your bow string. the new inside out x release has
an all new fast sear/cage position, designed for
minimal back-tension travel. simply remove and
reattach the head portion w/sear block and cage
to the forward location position.

the inside out and inside out x are available in small
25/32”, medium 7/8”, large 1” and x-large 1 1/8”
handle hole sizes. the inside out release can be pur-
chased with any of the following finger grooves:
two finger, three finger, four finger, and four fin-
ger straight. purchase “optional” handle pieces sepa-
rately to change the release configuration to a 2,
3, 4, or 4 finger model without finger grooves. 
truly, “revolutionary back tension RELEASES!”

   A. ITEM: TIX3 - inside out x - 3 finger - s, m, l, or xl
B. ITEM: TIXS - inside out x - straight 4 finger - s, m, l, or xl
C. ITEM: TIX4 - inside out x - 4 finger - s, m, l, or xl
D. ITEM: TIX2 - inside out x - 2 finger - s, m, l, or xl

E. ITEM: TIO3 - inside out - 3 finger - s, m, l, or xl
F. ITEM: TIOS - inside out - straight 4 finger - s, m, l, or xl
G. ITEM: TIO4 - inside out- 4 finger - s, m, l, or xl
H. ITEM: TIO2 - inside out - 2 finger - s, m, l, or xl

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
RODGER WILLETT

e. item: THT3 - ht 3 - m or l

f. item: THT4 - ht 4 - m or l

g. item: THT2 - ht 2 - m or l

h. item: THT3-S - baby ht - s
i. item: THT3-PI - pink passion baby ht - s or m

j.   item: THT3-BS - ht pro 3 brass - m or l

a micro-adjustable back tension release
that allows you to set the heat and fine
tune your release to your preference. 
theHT is available as a 2, 3, or 4
finger model in your choice of medium
or large designs. all handles
are also tapered near the ring
and pinky fingers for an
ergonomic feel. a smaller, 
thinner BABY HT available
for smaller hands.

MICRO-ADJUST
INDICATOR

TWO THUMB-PIN
LOCATIONS

KNURLED HANDLE
GRIP

COLORS

black (bk)

(pi)

(bs)

COLORS

black (bk)

blue (bl)

red (rd)

A.

B. C. D.

E.

H.

F.

G.

I.

J.

patented features give you the same amount
of travel each time you shoot the release. push
the thumb lever forward to draw your bow
safely and release the thumb lever when you
are ready to begin back tension
and shoot. the finest back tension
training device to ever hit the
archery market!

a. item: 2SS4-BK - sweet spot ii - 4 finger -black
b. item: 2US4-BL - sweet spot ii - ultra 4 - blue
c. item: 2US3-BK - sweet spot ii - ultra 3 - black
d. item: 2US2-RD - sweet spot ii - ultra 2 - red

PUSH TO DRAW SPRING RE-SET 1 SCREW
ADJUSTMENT

COLORS

black (bk)

blue (bl)

red (rd)

design brings balance point over
index finger for the relax tension
style. shoot using back
tension for ultimate
accuracy. three different
thumb rest positions for a
personalized handle.

k. item: BTU3-BL - bt gold - ultra 3 - blue
l. item: BTS4-BK -bt gold - 4 finger - black

m. item: BTU4-RD -bt gold - ultra 4 - red

n. item: BTU2-BK -bt gold - ultra 2 - black

3 POSITION
THUMB REST

PARALLEL ROPE
STOPS STRING
CRAWL THAT

CHANGES SHOT
TIMING

GREAT FOR
D-LOOPS!

K.

L. M.
N.

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
REO WILDE

ONLY AVAILABLE ON BABY
HT & 3 FINGER M

ONLY AVAILABLE ON HT PRO

PATENT PENDING

2011 WORLD ARCHERY WORLD CHAMPION

2012 FACE TO FACE CHAMPION 
- amsterdam, netherlands

inside out x interchangeable handles with rubber insert



item. HATS-MESH-LC
- LOST CAMO™T.RU. BALL® HAT

all hats and visors are one size fits all.  hats are unstructured low profile trucker style .

item. HATS-MESH-BK
- BLACK T.RU. BALL® HAT

item. VISOR-BK
-BLACK T.RU. BALL® VISOR
- AVAILABLE IN GREY (GY)

item. AHATS-MESH-BL
- BLUE AXCEL™ HAT item. AHATS-MESH-BK

- BLACK AXCEL™ HAT

item. HATS-MESH-RD
- RED T.RU. BALL® HAT

item. HATS-MESH-YL
- YELLOW T.RU. BALL® HAT

item. HATS-MESH-GR
- GREEN T.RU. BALL® HAT

item. HATS-MESH-BL
-BLUE T.RU. BALL® HAT

item. HATS-MESH-OR
- ORANGE T.RU. BALL® HAT

all shirts available in small, medium, large, x-large, 2xl, and 3xl

ITEM: SSHIRT
ITEM: PSHIRT

all shirts available in: 
small
medium
large
x-large
2xl
and 3xl

“RELEASE THE BEAST”
T-SHIRT

ITEM: TSHIRT-BK

front

front
frontback

front

back

back front

back

back

“PREDATOR”
T-SHIRT

ITEM: TSHIRT-GR

“ACHIEVE PERFECTION”
white

T-SHIRT
ITEM: ASHIRT-WH

“TOUGH AS A TANK”
charcoal grey
T-SHIRT

ITEM: ASHIRT-GY

“ALL NEW FANG”
T-SHIRT

ITEM: TSHIRT-BR

HAT COLOR
ITEM: HATS-MESH-BU
- BURGUNDY T.R.U. BALL® HAT

the achieve rx is an all new axcel tournament sight with added
features, designed specifically for olympic style/recurve bows.
it is constructed of aircraft aluminum and weighs less than the
2012 top selling recurve carbon-bar bow sight. an all
new superior “windage dovetail guide system”, replaces
inferior twin-dowel guide systems.   also features the

all new "vts" (variable tension system), providing a new
adjustment where the archer personally chooses a
desired elevation travel tension setting. the rx provides
4.375” of elevation adjustment.

the achieve rxl is an all new axcel tournament sight with added features, designed
specifically for olympic style/recurve bows.  it is constructed of aircraft
aluminum and weighs less than the 2012 top selling recurve carbon-bar bow
sight.  an all new superior “windage dovetail guide system”, replaces inferior
twin-dowel guide systems. the all new "vtsl" (variable tension system with lock), 

provides a new adjustment where the archer personally chooses a desired
elevation travel tension setting and incorporates an added lock feature most

commonly used in single distance tournaments. the rxl provides 4.375” of
elevation adjustment.

the achieve cx is an all new axcel tournament sight with added
features, designed specifically for compound bows.  it is constructed of
aircraft aluminum and features an all new superior “windage dovetail guide
system”, replaces inferior twin-dowel guide systems. also features the all new
"vts" (variable tension system), providing a new adjustment where the archer
personally chooses a desired elevation travel tension setting. extension
bar available with or without the mathews® harmonic damper. the cx
provides 2.875” of elevation adjustment.

THE achieve cxl is an all new axcel tournament sight with added features,
designed specifically for compound bows.  it is constructed of aircraft
aluminum and features an all new superior “windage dovetail guide sys-
tem”, replaces inferior twin-dowel guide systems. the all new "vtsl" (vari-
able tension system with lock), provides a new adjustment where the
archer personally chooses a desired elevation travel tension setting and
incorporates an added lock feature most commonly used in single
distance tournaments. extension bar available with or without the
mathews® harmonic damper. the cxl provides 2.875” of elevation
adjustment.

ITEM: ACHV-RX-RH - achieve recurve sight - rx - right hand black

ITEM: ACHV-RXL-RH - achieve recurve sight-  rxl - right hand - black

ITEM: ACHV-CX-9NR - achieve compound sight
- cx - right hand - black

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
JESSE BROADWATER
7 TIME NFAA OUTDOOR NATIONAL CHAMPION

ITEM: ACHV-CXL-9NR - achieve compound sight
- cxl - right hand - black

THE ALL NEW
SUPERIOR
“WINDAGE

DOVETAIL GUIDE
SYSTEM”, 

REPLACES INFERIOR
TWIN-DOWEL GUIDE

   SYSTEMS.

THE ALL NEW "VTSL" (VARIABLE TENSION SYSTEM
WITH LOCK), PROVIDES A NEW ADJUSTMENT WHERE
THE ARCHER PERSONALLY CHOOSES A DESIRED
ELEVATION TRAVEL TENSION SETTING AND
INCORPORATES AN ADDED LOCK FEATURE MOST
COMMONLY USED IN SINGLE DISTANCE
TOURNAMENTS.

THE ALL NEW "VTS" 
(VARIABLE TENSION

SYSTEM), PROVIDES A
NEW ADJUSTMENT

WHERE THE ARCHER
PERSONALLY CHOOSES
A DESIRED ELEVATION

TRAVEL TENSION SETTING .

blue/black(lb)
blue/silver(ls)

pink/black(pb)
pink/silver(ps)

gold/black(gb)
gold/silver(gs)

silver/black(sb)
silver/silver(ss)

black/black(bb)
black/silver(bs)

red/black (rb)
red/silver(rs)



black/black

black/tactical

black/silver

silver/black

silver/tactical

silver/silver

SS - SILVER BRACKET/SILVER KNOB

SB - SILVER BRACKET/BLACK KNOB

ST - SILVER BRACKET/TACTICAL KNOB

BS - BLACK BRACKET/SILVER KNOB

BB - BLACK BRACKET/BLACK KNOB

BT - BLACK BRACKET/TACTICAL KNOB

item: AXMB + COLOR CHOICE
item: ACHV + COLOR CHOICE

ACHV-RB (SHOWN)AXMB-SB (SHOWN)

ax series -item: AXKS + COLOR CHOICE
achieve -item: ACHV-KS + COLOR CHOICE

S - SILVER |  B - BLACK |  T - TACTICAL
item. AXSB
- HEX/SQUARE-END, NON-THREADED

item. AXSB-10
- HEX/SQUARE-END, THREADED #10-32

SPECIFY COLOR:  B - BLACK OR S - SILVER

(SET OF 5)

SPECIFY COLOR:  B - BLACK OR S - SILVER

item. AXMS
- AX SERIES MAGNIFIER
SIGHT SCALE WITH COVER

SPECIFY COLOR:  B - BLACK OR S - SILVER

item. AXOB
- DESIGNED FOR 9/16” GREATER

WINDAGE ADJUSTMENT

item. AXSC-BK

AXEX-6DR -EXTENSION BAR- 6” WITH DAMPER, RIGHT HAND
AXEX-9DR -EXTENSION BAR- 9” WITH DAMPER, RIGHT HAND
AXEX-12DR -EXTENSION BAR- 12” WITH DAMPER, RIGHT HAND
AXEX-6DL -EXTENSION BAR- 6” WITH DAMPER, LEFT HAND
AXEX-9DL -EXTENSION BAR- 9” WITH DAMPER, LEFT HAND
AXEX-12DL -EXTENSION BAR- 12” WITH DAMPER, LEFT HAND
AXEX-6NR -EXTENSION BAR- 6” WITHOUT DAMPER, RIGHT HAND
AXEX-9NR -EXTENSION BAR- 9” WITHOUT DAMPER, RIGHT HAND
AXEX-12NR -EXTENSION BAR- 12” WITHOUT DAMPER, RIGHT HAND
AXEX-6NL -EXTENSION BAR- 6” WITHOUT DAMPER, LEFT HAND
AXEX-9NL -EXTENSION BAR- 9” WITHOUT DAMPER, LEFT HAND
AXEX-12NL -EXTENSION BAR- 12” WITHOUT DAMPER, LEFT HAND

axex-9dr-b

axex-6nr-b axex-9nl-s

axex-6dl-s

SPECIFY COLOR:  B - BLACK OR S - SILVER

item. AXRB
-2ND/3RD AXIS NON-THREADED SCOPE

BLOCK

item. AXRB-H
-2ND/3RD AXIS THREADED SCOPE BLOCK

REMOVABLE SCOPE BLOCK
- MAKES CHANGING YOUR
SCOPE QUICK AND EASY

SPECIFY COLOR:  B - BLACK OR S - SILVER

fits and

make quick elevation
adjustments with

smooth hydraulic feel

shown with optional
x-41 scope

(sold separately)

USE
32(PITCH)X20(CLICKS)

RATIO FOR
COMPUTER

SIGHTS SCALE
PRINTOUTS!

AUTOMATIC GIB TENSION SYSTEM

NO SCREWS
TO ADJUST!

the best accuracy (.00156IN. PER CLICK)
with more travel, 40 clicks per
revolution on elevation.
(.0625IN. PER REVOLUTION) 20 clicks

per revolution on windage.  
(.0625IN. PER REVOLUTION) elevation block

features easily
accessible sight scale

pointer screws. 
engineers also
added thread

depth for
durability when

attaching
an axcel sight

magnifier.
(see accessories)

featuring
one piece all

aluminum
removable quick

change knob

3in. OF ELEVATION ADJ.
3D & FIELDpopular with

item shown:AX30-9DR-BB
- AX3000 - 9” DAMPENED BAR - BLACK/BLACK COLOR

shown with optional recurve
#8-32 threaded block

item: axrb-8

4.5in.(114.3 MM) OF ELEVATION ADJ.
RECURVEpopular with

item shown:AX45-9NR-BB
- AX4500 - 9” NON-DAMPENED BAR - BLACK/BLACK COLOR

2in. OF ELEVATION ADJ.
280(+) FPS.popular with

item shown:AX20-9DR-SS
- AX2000 - 9” DAMPENED BAR - BLACK/SILVER COLOR

fits and

available in grey only

item. ACHV-MS
- ACHIEVE SERIES MAGNIFIER
SIGHT SCALE WITH COVER

item. AXRB-8
- AX SERIES RECURVE # 8-32

THREADED BLOCK

SAMPLE OF SIGHT WITH AXRB-8
BLOCK SHOWN IN BLACK

AXRB-8 BLOCK SHOWN
IN SILVER

BB - BLACK BRACKET/BLACK KNOB

BS - BLACK BRACKET/SILVER KNOB

SB - SILVER BRACKET/BLACK KNOB

SS - SILVER BRACKET/SILVER KNOB

RB - RED BRACKET/BLACK KNOB

RS - RED BRACKET/SILVER KNOB

LB - BLUE BRACKET/BLACK KNOB

LS - BLUE BRACKET/SILVER KNOB

GB - GOLD BRACKET/BLACK KNOB

G    S - GOLD BRACKET/SILVER KNOB

PB - PINK BRACKET/BLACK KNOB

PS - PINK BRACKET/SILVER KNOB

SAMPLE OF SIGHT WITH ACHV-RRB
BLOCK SHOWN IN BLACK

ACHV-RRB BLOCK
SHOWN IN SILVER

item. ACHV-RRB
- ACHIEVE SERIES RECURVE # 8-32

THREADED BLOCK

item. ACHV-REX-RH-B (SHOWN)
- ACHIEVE EXTENSION BAR - RIGHT HAND - BLACK

item. ACHV-REX-LH-B
- ACHIEVE EXTENSION BAR - LEFT HAND - BLACK

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
JESSE BROADWATER
2012 WORLD ARCHERY FIELD CHAMPION

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
BRADY ELLISON

2012 OLYMPIC SILVER MEDALIST

AX SERIES ONLY

item. ACHV-REX-RH-S (SHOWN)
- ACHIEVE EXTENSION BAR - RIGHT HAND - SILVER

item. ACHV-REX-LH-S
- ACHIEVE EXTENSION BAR - LEFT HAND - SILVER

tried and true, the ax series of tournament sights have dominated the line since
their inception. with the finest (0.00156) clicks on the market, the automatic gib
tension system, and the heavy duty stainless steel acme threaded elevation rod, dependability and durability at
its finest. choose from an ax2000(280+), ax3000(3-d/field) and ax4500(recurve) model to fit your archery need.
extension bars available in 6” and 9” options. when you need to rely on your equipment, 
the only dependable name is axcel.

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
GEORGE RYALS IV

FORMER NFAA NATIONAL AND IFAA
WORLD INDOOR CHAMPION

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
DIETMAR TRILLUS

2012 FORT  VAN LIER, PRO SERIES CHAMPION



convert any armortech sight into a pro model or any pro model into a regu-
lar armortech model with these conversion kits. 
available with or without mathews® harmonic damper. pro conversion kit
includes hardware and quiver mount.

ITEM: AXAP-CDKT - pro model
- with mathews® harmonic damper

ITEM: AXAP-CNKT - pro model
- non-dampened

ITEM: AXAT-CDKT
- with mathews® harmonic damper

ITEM: AXAT-CNKT
- non-dampened

variable rheostat white led light for all color
fibers. fits all armortech models.

thread pitch = 3/8 x 32

ITEM: AXAT-SL

8 MILLIMETER LEVEL BRACKET
KEEPS THE BUBBLE OUTSIDE
THE CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE
SCOPE HOUSING, MAINTAINING
THE VENTURI SHAPE. COMES
STANDARD ON ALL .029” PIN
SIGHTS, OR SOLD SEPARATELY.

6 MILLIMETER LEVEL BRACKET
KEEPS THE BUBBLE OUTSIDE THE
CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE SCOPE
HOUSING, MAINTAINING THE
VENTURI SHAPE. COMES
STANDARD ON ALL .010” & .019”
PIN SIGHTS, OR SOLD SEPARATELY.

6 MILLIMETER (TALL) RAISES THE
BUBBLE INTO THE SIGHT PICTURE
FOR BETTER VIEWING. CAN BE PUR-
CHASED WITH ALL .010” & .019”
PIN SIGHTS, OR SOLD SEPARATELY.

8 MILLIMETER (TALL) RAISES THE
BUBBLE INTO THE SIGHT PICTURE
FOR BETTER VIEWING. CAN BE
PURCHASED WITH ALL .029” PIN
SIGHTS, OR SOLD SEPARATELY.

ITEM: AXSL ITEM: AXST

ITEM: AXLTITEM: AXLL

HOOD ALSO AVAILABLE
SEPARATELY. USED
IN HUNTING TO

PROVIDE
GREATER

SIGHT PIN
PROTECTION
WITHOUT LENS

LENS NOT INCLUDED

item: AXAT-AFHC
-SPECIFY LENS MFG.

item: AXAT-AFHC-C/F
-CONTAINS BOTH 43MM. DIA. 
AND FV 1-3/4” DIA. LENS FRAMES.  

not available on vision models

item: AXAT-AFRC
-SPECIFY LENS MFG.

LENS NOT INCLUDED

item: AXAT-AFRC-C/F
-CONTAINS BOTH 43MM. DIA. 
AND FV 1-3/4” DIA. LENS FRAMES.  

not available on vision models

FOR X-41 SCOPE, 
FITS FV 1-3/4” OR 43MM LENS

(shown with YCS connection system option, ring pin - sold separately)

FOR X-31 SCOPE, 
FITS FV 1-3/8” OR FV 35MM LENS
(shown with YCS connection system option, ring pin - sold separately)

item: AX31-YCS - ax31 with ycs connection system

item: AX41-YCS - ax41 with ycs connection system

- shown with .19” red ring pin installed

- shown with .19” green ring pin installed

item: AXSC-BK

T.C.V. is provided due to the
“hour-glass” or “venturi” shape inside
scope which supplies a circular sight
picture reference even when viewed
slightly off-center.

INFERIOR
TUBE SHAPE
SCOPE
(NOT GOOD)

LOST VISION

LOST VISION

RED RING
TORQUE
INDICATORVI

EW
AN
GL
E
5 
DE
GR
EE
S VIEW

ANGLE5 DEGREES

AXCEL
TRUE CENTER

VISION

our red ring torque indicator is
not visible when set up properly.
if you see red at full draw, you
are torquing your bow.

new scope fiber-optic light openings
supply ambient light to the fiber of the
ring pin, while stopping the inaccurate

distracting/  refracting light from getting
into the interior of the scope

engraved external peep alignment
ring at same depth as sight pin
or lens decal to keep pin centered
even when viewed slightly off
angle.

2 screws for a stronger
connection

item: AX41-YCS-SI
item: AX31-YCS-SI

FITS AXCEL™
TOURNAMENT SIGHT

stainless steel
#10-32

connection
rod option

SCOPE

RING PIN
ASSEMBLY RED SPACER

RING

SOLD SEPARATELY

LENS AND
LENS FRAME
ASSEMBLY

alignment pins in sight ring fit holes in scope, 
allow for top, bottom, left, right positioning,
.010 or .019

OR

CHOOSE
optional sight connection

(lens retainer also used
for ring-pin assembly

without lens)

(use 1 red ring spacer for
assembly shown)

(use 2 red ring spacers, install
lens frame assembly first

for scope without
ring-pin assembly)

(use 2 red ring
spacers, install

ring-pin assembly first
for scope

without lens)

SOLD SEPARATELY

LENS
RETAINER

100% all aircraft aluminum, the AX31 and
AX41 series scopes offer option after option, 
for any style of archery. the AX31 features an
1 3/8” scope housing where the AX41 features
the larger 1 3/4” housing. your choice of the Yoke
Connection System(fits only with the ax or
achieve series of target sights) or the stainless
steel 10-32 threaded rod that fits all available
sights on the market today. ring pins are
available in 0.010 or 0.019 pin sizes in green, red
or yellow. lenses are sold separately, but most
lens manufacturers make the common size of both
the AX31 and AX41. a lens can be used alone or
in conjunction with a ring pin. quality at its finest,
the ax series of scopes has
something to offer everyone.

PHOTO COURTESY OF:
DANNY EVANS
2012 IBO ERIE, PA NATIONAL CHAMPION



T.C.V. is provided due to the “hour-glass” 
or “venturi” shape inside scope which supplies a
circular sight picture reference even when
viewed slightly off-center.

TUBE SHAPE
SCOPE

(NOT GOOD)

TRUE CENTER
V I S I O N

TUBE SHAPE
SCOPE

(NOT GOOD)

lost vision

lost vision

VIEW ANGLE 5 DEGREES

TRUE CENTER
V I S I O N

personalized pin size and color com-
binations can be special ordered for
an additional charge on all
ARMORTECH models

the ARMORTECH-HD was voted best buy winner, from inside archery
magazine, its very first year on the market! the ARMORTECH-HD packs
a punch with its superior patented technology, innovative design,
and deadly accuracy. features fibers that are protected their

entire length by axcel’s a.f.t.(armor fiber technology) and an
innovative scope design t.c.v.(true center vision). 
all ARMORTECH-HD sights are available with 4, 5,or 7 pins

in .010”, .019”or .029” fiber size. also available with the
hs(high speed) option and the mathews® harmonic

damper option (ARMORTECH-HD model).

TOOL-LESS WINDAGE &
ELEVATION THUMB LOCKSWINDAGE KNOB

20 CLICKS-PER-REVOLUTION ADJUSTABILITY
(.00156 PER CLICK)

INDIVIDUAL MICRO-PIN
ADJUSTMENT

TURN MICRO-ADJUSTMENT KNOB
TO MOVE INDIVIDUAL SIGHT PIN
UP OR DOWN

UNIVERSAL QUIVER
MOUNT

SIMPLE AND ACCURATE 3RD AXIS
LEVEL ADJUSTMENT BUILT RIGHT
IN THE SIGHT BUBBLE.

the finest hunting sight on the market just got better! with the addition
of a micro adjustable dovetail bracket, sizing the scope housing to your peep sight has
never been easier. all ARMORTECH-HD PRO sights are available with a mathews® harmonic
damper, 4, 5, or 7 pins in .010”, .019” or .029” fiber size. included with the sight is a

universal quiver mount bracket, making mounting your quiver a simple task! also
available with the hs(high speed) option. 

ACTUAL VIEW WITH HS (HIGH SPEED)
OPTION SET UP FOR 450FPS

THIN PINS REDUCE TARGET OBSTRUCTION!

SPEED, SPEED, SPEED! WITH THE EVER GROWING
DEMAND OF SUPER HIGH SPEED BOWS, THE
hs(high speed) OPTION IS LIGHT YEARS AHEAD. DUE TO
OUR THIN PINS, TARGET OBSTRUCTION IS REDUCED. 
THESE HUNTING SIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE IN .010 AND .019
FIBER SIZES, WITH 5 OR LESS PINS WILL ACHIEVE BOW
SPEEDS UP TO 450FPS. HUNTING SIGHTS WITH 6 OR MORE
PINS ACHIEVE BOW SPEEDS UP TO 400FPS.

not available in .029” fiber size

bringing new technology to a market that asks, “what more can be done?”
the axcel™ ARMORTECH-HD vision offers a 2” housing for optimal view of your target. 
it brings new meaning to “seeing is believing!” the ARMORTECH-HD vision also contains the innova-
tive t.c.v.(true center vision), a perfect circular picture, even when viewed slightly off cen-
ter. continuing the tough as a tank attitude found in the original ARMORTECH-HD, the same engi-
neering is back with a vengeance in the vision. the 3-time “inside archery” best buy award win-
ner still features a.f.t.(armor fiber technology) 100% fiber protection, 2nd and 3rd axis
adjustment, interchangeable right and left hand capabilities, individual micro adjust   ment on
each pin, engraved partial ring at the depth of the sight pins, for greater accuracy when
viewed slightly off center. the ARMORTECH-HD vision is available in popular models that include
the mathews® harmonic damper, as well as the ever popular pro series with the micro
adjustable dovetail bracket. available with 4, 5, or 7 pins in .010”, .019” or .029” fiber size.
available with the hs(high speed) option.

the innovative line of axcel™ ARMORTECH-HD vision is, by far, 
an engineering marvel. “set your sights on axcel™!”

UNIVERSAL QUIVER
MOUNT



  the axcel ring pin incorporates features which are licensed under u.s. patent no. re39,686 to khoshnood
bone collector is a registered trademark of michael waddell llc. the beast,  the beast ii, and the bone

collector assassin are official licensed products of michael waddell's bone collector™.  these products
are manufactured and distributed by t.r.u. inc., p.o. box 1180 madison heights, va 24572

mathews® lost camo™ and mathews®  harmonic damper® are trademarks of mathews, inc.
velcro® is a registered trademark of velcro industries.

FOLLOW US ON:

ITEMS IN THIS CATALOG MAY BE PATENT PENDING OR COVERED BY US PATENTS & REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. 
VISIT

WWW.TRUBALL.COM/LEGAL.HTML
WWW.AXCELSIGHTS.COM/LEGAL.HTML

for a full list of patents & trademarks.     


